Be part of the Revolution

Outdoor Revolution was created in 2003; we manufacture and create the very best products on the market and always offer unequalled value for money. For 2015, we have produced the ultimate range of air tents, with the best air-frame on the market. All products are designed and quality assured in the UK to very exacting standards. We will never compromise on quality and we will always lead within our arena...we always lead the market in terms of technologies and will always create the most striking designs....

We are so confident in our Air Frame, that we provide it with a manufacturer’s *Lifetime Guarantee!

...Buy from the Innovators, not the Imitators!
2015 Product Range Index

Why You Must Buy Outdoor Revolution ...

Outdoor Revolution was created in 2003; over the past 12 years we have designed, created and manufactured products to the very highest standard, only using the very best component parts and never compromising on quality; all products are designed and quality assured in West Yorkshire, England.

We always offer unequalled value for money, and our competitors cannot offer the same quality, advanced technology, or customer satisfaction for the price of an Outdoor Revolution tent.

Over the past twelve years we have invented and perfected the following technological advances in the Outdoor Leisure Market

• Double Rip-stop Acrylix fabric – This has the highest tensile strength of any tent fabric and will give unequalled service.
• Tintz Tinted Windows – Give a great contemporary feel and reduce glare, increasing comfort inside the tent.
• The Dynamic Speed Valve (DSV) – The quickest, easiest, most reliable Air Valve on the market; taken directly from the marine industry, this valve has a reputation built on trust.
• The Intelligent Frame (IF) – The only Patent Pending pressure regulator on the market, with a *LIFETIME GUARANTEE.
• Sun pro UV – Protects the tent from the harmful rays of the sun and can make the fabric last up to 3 times longer than any untreated tent.

We have employed all of our learning and technologies into the brand new range of O-Zone tents, and created the ultimate range of ‘MUST HAVE’ products for 2015

Outdoor Revolution have the very best Air tube on the Market, we have combined the tried and tested Dynamic Speed Valve (the quickest, easiest, most reliable valve available) with a Patent Pending Intelligent Frame (IF), to create the strongest, largest diameter tube on the market. The IF regulates the air pressure inside the tube to stop over inflation and if changes to external ambient temperature occur.

Outdoor Revolution is so confident in the O-Zone Tents we offer a LIFETIME GUARANTEE* on the Oxygen Air Frame…

...No other manufacturer has the confidence to offer this warranty!
Oxygen O-Zone 4.4

If you want to be the envy of the campsite, this is the Air-framed tent you need. The 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix fabric is unequalled for strength and stability and the light coloured material reflects the heat from the sun, creating the most comfortable camping experience. The original Dynamic Speed Valve and the exclusive, patent pending, Intelligent Frame combined creates the ultimate Airframe that cannot be overinflated. The Airframe comes with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE*, a guarantee that no other manufacturer has the confidence to provide. The two four berth, dark micro-polyester, inner tents provide the perfect sleeping environment by keeping it dark and cool; the zip in curtains give quick and easy privacy. The Tintz tinted windows brighten up the living space in the tent whilst reducing the sun’s glare and protecting you from the elements. The new inflatable rain canopy over the right hand door gives added protection from driving rain and other elements. …Be prepared for tent envy!

To learn more about this tent, accessories and the technologies used, see the video and find your nearest stockist, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

Material: 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix polyester with 6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Oxygen Airframe: Complete with dual-action hand inflation pump, free footprint groundsheet and heavy duty steel ground pegs.
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

---

**Model**                                  **Length**     **Width**     **Pack Size (cm)**     **Weight (approx)**
---                                          ---              ---              ---                     ---
Oxygen O-Zone 4.4                          760cm           310cm          83 x 58 x 50            35kg
Oxygen O-Zone 5.0

The most compact in the O-Zone range but still of a fantastic size, comfortably sleeping five people. The dark micro-polyester inner tent provides a calm and comfortable sleeping space. Unequalled strength and stability is provided by the 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix fabric with a 6000mm Hydrostatic Head waterproofing, making this material the most reliable on the market. The light coloured material used in the O-Zone range reflects the heat from the sun creating a cool, light and airy living space inside the tent. The original Dynamic Speed Valve combined with the exclusive, patent pending, Intelligent Frame produce the ultimate Airframe which comes with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE*, a guarantee no other manufacturer has the confidence to provide. The large Tintz tinted windows draw the outside in to the tent, allowing you to enjoy the surroundings whilst reducing the glare from the sun. The new inflatable rain canopy over the right hand door gives added protection from driving rain and other elements.

To learn more about this tent, accessories and the technologies used, see the video and find your nearest stockist, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

Material: 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix polyester with 6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Oxygen Airframe: complete with dual-action hand inflation pump, free footprint groundsheet and heavy duty steel ground pegs.
Colour: Ivory / Graphite

---

Oxygen O-Zone 5.0

Fitted with the original Dynamic Speed Valve and the exclusive, patent pending Intelligent Frame

---

Model | Length | Width | Pack Size (cm) | Weight (approx)
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Oxygen O-Zone 5.0 | 480cm | 310cm | 83 x 55 x 46 | 22kg

---

NEW
FOR 2015

OXYGEN O-ZONE 4.4
OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // FAMILY TENT

---

OXYGEN O-ZONE 5.0
OXYGEN AIRFRAME TENT // FAMILY TENT

---

Online Video Link
Oxygen O-Zone 5.0 XE The most desirable, technologically advanced Air-framed tent on the market, sure to make an impression on the campsite. The 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix Fabric is the most tensile material available with 6000mm Hydrostatic Head making it exceptionally waterproof. The light colour of the material reflects the heat from the sun, preventing the inside of the tent getting uncomfortably hot and stuffy, instead creating a cool, airy environment. The combination of the original Dynamic Speed Valve and the exclusive, patent pending, Intelligent Frame creates the ultimate Airframe that cannot be overinflated. The Airframe comes with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE*, a guarantee no other manufacturer has the confidence to offer. The dark micro-polyester inner tent provides the perfect sleeping space for five people; the zip in curtains give quick and easy privacy. The large panoramic Tintz tinted windows draw in the sunlight whilst reducing the glare, creating a light and airy living space while protecting you from the elements. …The must have tent for 2015!

To learn more about this tent, accessories and the technologies used, see the video and find your nearest stockist, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Length (cm)</th>
<th>Width (cm)</th>
<th>Pack Size (cm)</th>
<th>Weight (approx)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O-Zone 5.0 XE</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>83 x 55 x 46</td>
<td>27kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Material: 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix polyester with 6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
Oxygen Airframe: Complete with dual-action hand inflation pump, free footprint groundsheets and heavy duty steel ground pegs.
Colour: Ivory / Graphite
Oxygen O-Zone 6.0

Stand out from the crowd with the most visually striking and technically advanced Air-framed tent available. The 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix fabric is unequalled for strength and stability with a 6000mm Hydrostatic Head waterproofing and the combination of the original Dynamic Speed Valve (DSV) and the exclusive, patent pending, Intelligent Frame (IF) produces the ultimate Airframe which comes with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE*, a guarantee no other manufacturer has the confidence to provide. The light coloured material reflects the sun's heat, creating a comfortable living space. The included six person dark microfibre inner tent provides a dark sleeping area for a good nights sleep; the zip in curtains provide quick and easy privacy. Large Panoramic Tintz tinted windows bring the outside in, allowing you to view the surroundings but protecting you from the sun's glare. An optional double inner tent creates additional sleeping or storage space. An O-Zone Canopy can be purchased as an option to zip on to the front of this model adding extra sheltered space to the already massive tent. ...the envy of other campers!

To learn more about this tent, accessories and the technologies used, see the video and find your nearest stockist, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

“The most imposing 6 person family tent on the market... the envy of other campers”

Material:
- 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix polyester with 6000mm Hydrostatic Head

Oxygen Airframe:
- Complete with dual-action hand inflation pump, free footprint groundsheet and heavy duty steel ground pegs

Special Features:
- Dynamic Speed Valve, Intelligent Frame with Lifetime Guarantee*, Tintz Tinted Windows, Sun Pro UV protection, Vortex Ventilation System, Endurance Storm Straps

Optional Extras:
- Dark micro-polyester 2 person inner tent, Compatible with the O-Zone Canopy (Page 9)

Colour: Ivory / Graphite

---

**Model** | **Length** | **Width** | **Pack Size (cm)** | **Weight (approx)**
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
O-Zone 6.0 | 665cm | 420cm | 87 x 58 x 52 | 35kg

O-Zone tents are supplied complete with Heavy Duty Ground Pegs

NEW FOR 2015

---
OXYGEN O-ZONE 6.0 XT

“The Beast of the Oxygen O-Zone range with features and technology, totally unrivalled”

Oxygen O-Zone 6.0 XT is described as the beast of the range and is unequalled for strength and stability. The 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix fabric with 6000mm Hydrostatic Head is the strongest, most waterproof tent material on the market. Its light colour reflects the sun's heat, creating the most comfortable camping experience, unlike dark materials which draw the heat in and create a hot, stuffy environment. The combination of the original Dynamic Speed Valve (DSV) and the exclusive, patent pending, Intelligent Frame (IF) produces the ultimate Airframe which comes with a LIFETIME GUARANTEE*, a guarantee no other manufacturer has the confidence to provide. The six person dark microfibre inner tent creates a dark, calm and comfortable sleeping experience and an extra double inner tent can be purchased to clip in to the tent to create additional sleeping or storage space. The large Tintz tinted windows allow sunlight in to the tent whilst reducing glare from the sun, creating a light and airy living space to enjoy the surroundings. ...Prepare to join the Air-Tent revolution!

To learn more about this huge family tent, accessories and the technologies used, see the video and find your nearest stockist, visit www.outdoor-revolution.com

Material: 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix polyester with 6000mm Hydrostatic Head. Oxygen Airframe: complete with dual-action hand inflation pump, free footprint groundsheet and heavy duty steel ground pegs.

Special Features: Dynamic Speed Valve, Intelligent frame with lifetime guarantee*, Tintz Tinted windows, Sun Pro UV protection, Vortex Ventilation System, Endurance Storm Straps.

Optional Extras: Dark micro-polyester 2 person inner tent. Compatible with the O-Zone Canopy (page 9).

Model | Length | Width | Pack Size (cm) | Weight (approx)
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
O-Zone 6.0 XT | 790cm | 420cm | 87 x 58 x 57 | 49kg

Online Video Link

NEW FOR 2015

Shown with San Remo Adjustable Chair

Shown with the zip in night time security front door.
The O-Zone Canopy

The O-Zone Canopy is designed to fit the O-Zone 6.0 and 6.0 XT tents only. It zips on to the front of the tent and a single pole holds it upright. The Canopy provides plenty of additional space to use as a seating area.

Material:
- 150 Denier Double Rip-stop Acrylix polyester with 6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
- Oxygen Airframe: complete with dual-action hand inflation pump, free footprint groundsheet and heavy duty steel ground pegs.

Special Features:
- Dynamic Speed Valve
- Intelligent frame with lifetime guarantee*
- Tintz Tinted windows
- Sun Pro UV protection
- Vortex Ventilation System
- Endurance Storm Straps.

Optional Extras:
- Dark micro-polyester 2 person inner tent. Compatible with the O-Zone Canopy (page 9).
- Material: 150 D Double Rip-Stop polyester with a 6000mm Hydrostatic Head.
- Pole: Single steel pole with additional storm straps provided.
- Colour: Ivory / Graphite

Model                      Length   Width   Pack Size (cm)   Weight (approx)
O-Zone Canopy             215cm    420cm   80 x 16 x 16         6.7 kg

“...The icing on the cake of an Absolute Genius range of Oxygen O-Zone Air Frame Tents”
The Trio Stripe Table Cloth is designed to coordinate perfectly with the Trio Stripe range of camping accessories & awning and tent products. It comes in its own compact pouch bag with draw string for storage convenience.

- Fabric: Machine washable Micro Polyester
- Size: 150cm x 80cm

The Lifetime Fold in Half Table is the perfect high quality camping table that you have always wanted. It has a heavy duty table top made from high density polyethylene with heavy gauge steel tubular adjustable height legs. The table folds in half for easy storage and transportation & features a convenient webbing handle, complete with a carry, storage bag.

- Dimensions unfolded: 122cm x 61cm
- Steel tube: 25mm diameter
- Adjustable Height: 46/74/91cm
- Net weight: 9.3kg

The San Remo Adjustable Chair is an adjustable back suspension chair new to the range for 2015. It is a premium quality chair made from a 600 Denier Polyester Material.

- Open Size: 118cm x 62cm x 74cm
- Folding Size: 111cm x 62cm x 9cm
- Total Weight: 5.2kg
- Maximum Capacity: 120kg

The Ibiza Suspension Chair is a Brand New chair for 2015. It is made with elastic webbing straps which stretch and mould to the body - creating the most comfortable seat you’ve ever tried! The outer fabric surround is made with 600 Denier Polyester Material.

- Open Size: 67cm x 81.5cm x 80cm
- Folding Size: 82cm x 91cm x 5.5cm
- Total Weight: 4.5kg
- Maximum Capacity: 100kgs

The Ibiza Suspension Chair
The San Remo Adjustable Chair
The Lifetime Fold in Half Table
The Trio Stripe Table Cloth

More info at www.outdoor-revolution.com
The Trio Sleeping Bag & Pillow range is brand new for 2015, designed to compliment products specific to the range. These premium quality sleeping bags have a soft micro polyester finish and are 2 x 175grm per m2 in thickness. The Sleeping Bag has a pillow envelope to fit a matching Trio Pillow which is available in both adult and junior sizes.

Trio Sleeping Bags are available in 3 sizes:
- **Double** - 235cm x 170cm
- **Single** - 235cm x 100cm. (Two bags can be zipped together to create a double)
- **Tots Infant** - 130cm x 70cm

More info at [www.outdoor-revolution.com](http://www.outdoor-revolution.com)

The Trio Carpet is a new carpet designed to fit tents & awnings. They are made from a soft comfortable material with a waterproof thermal backing. The carpets are trimmed and branded with the Outdoor Revolution Trio Striping and comes packed in a Luxury Cabin Bag.

- Available in sizes to fit:
  - Ozone 4.4
  - Ozone 5XE
  - Ozone 6.0
  - Ozone 6XT

The Ozone Windbreak is designed to compliment the whole range of Outdoor Revolution products. Special features include 2 tinted window panels.

- **Material:** 150D Polyester Oxford PU Coated Fabric
- **Poles & Pags:** Steel
- **Colour:** Ivory/Graphite
- **Size:** 500cm x 140cm
- **Net Weight:** 4.4kg (approx)

The Big Loo Portable Toilet is a convenient no fuss portable toilet bucket with a removable lidded seat and robust carry handle. Available in Green or Grey. …The perfect convenience for those little trips in the night.

The Big Loo Portable Toilet is a high quality, easy to use, chemical toilet with a sturdy handle in base for convenient transport and disposal of the waste water. Perfect hygiene away from home.

More info at [www.blue-diamond-products.co.uk](http://www.blue-diamond-products.co.uk)
Outdoor Revolution also produce a range of lightweight & inflatable caravan and driveaway awnings...
with DSV, IF technology & LIFETIME GUARANTEE*
Ask your dealer or see online for details - www.outdoor-revolution.com

Distributed by:

Web: www.outdoor-revolution.com
Email: cs@blue-diamond-products.co.uk
Tel: 01924 455313
Fax: 01924 450551

*LIFETIME GUARANTEE - Terms & Conditions Apply. See website for details.